THERE’S MONEY IN THE MOSS !
HOW TO GET IT OUT ?
ELIET E600 COMPACTOR

SCARIFY 3 TIMES MORE EFFICIENTLY !

Dethatching has become a common and natural way of caring for the lawn. But our current climate allows moss to grow quickly in the spring,
suffocating the lawn as a result. Dethatching is a fast and efficient way to remove most moss and other weeds from the lawn and it gives the
grass the required room to grow into a thick lawn.
Some scarifiers are equipped with a collector unit for deposit of the raked up moss. But because moss has an airy and voluminous structure, these
collector units are filled in no time and must be emptied every 10 metres. This ‘stop and go’ dethatching method is annoying and the collector unit
is therefore often left unused, leaving the cleaning problem unsolved.
ELIET now offers an all-in-one solution with its E600 COMPACTOR. This scarifier not only removes the moss and thatch from the lawn, it
also collects and then compacts it in a collector unit - all in one and the same process. The ELIET E600 COMPACTOR is a true revolution for
professional lawn contractors, turning the time-consuming and tedious dethatching procedure into a simple and fast process - excellent for
increasing spring profits.
For this innovation ELIET was rightfully awarded the prestigious ‘Golden Buxus’ Award at the 2011 Agribex.
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3X

TIME SAVINGS
WITH 1 MACHINE
In the springtime, garden contractors have their hands full rearranging
their customers’ gardens after the winter. The highly time-consuming
dethatching practice forms a large part of their spring activities.
To make matters worse, the unpredictable weather makes it a real
challenge to get all the work done within the limited space of time.
Using the E600 COMPACTOR provides at least three major time
savings. Not only does the machine accelerate the dethatching
process, it also does it more thoroughly and efficiently. As a garden
contractor you thus save at least 50% of your time, which you can now
spend on perfecting your planning or servicing other clients.

1.

The main advantage of the E600 COMPACTOR is its forced collection. The traditional dethatching method requires at least two treatments: first the moss must be raked from the lawn, then it has to be cleaned up. The ELIET E600 COMPACTOR combines these two steps
into one, reducing the time of the entire process by 50%!

2.
The E600 COMPACTOR blade system is equipped with 36 Double-Cut blades™ positioned very closely together (15mm).
This ensures intensive dethatching during each run, raking up a maximum volume of moss. The raked yield is further enhanced by the
backward rotating blades. The machine is also equipped with self-sharpening, Permanently Sharp Blades™, providing a guaranteed yield
at all times. Furthermore, the wheel drive on this scarifier ensures a constant forward speed - less tiresome for the operator and yet
another timesaver! A higher yield in less time = the E600 COMPACTOR

3.
The unique collection system on this machine compacts the caught moss in the collector unit. The blades throw the moss onto a
transport system of powered rollers. Any soil raked up passes through the rollers and falls back onto the ground. Before landing in the
collector unit, the moss gets squeezed and compacted between two counter-rotating rollers, allowing the operator to cover a larger
surface before the unit needs emptying. Fewer unproductive moments spent on emptying the collector unit - another time saving
feature of the COMPACTOR !
Contact your nearest ELIET dealer for more information or ask for your personal demo .

GREEN LAWN GUARANTEE

11-48-4

Dethatching is the ideal method of preparing the lawn for
overseeding. And not only does this additional process ensure a
clean grass plot, it also has a rejuvenating and invigorating effect,
guaranteeing a full, green lawn.
For more information about overseeding please visit www.eliet.eu

PERFORMANCES

®

DESIGN

Drive

9 Pk Subaru EX27

Dimensions ( L x W x H )

1250 x 750 x 900 mm

Operating width

592 mm

Weight

135 kg

Number of blades

36 double cut messen

Blade type

Permanently Sharp BladesTM

Work depth

continuously variable

Self propelled

driven roller Ø 100 mm

Collector unit

95 L
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